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 Movie Monday

 A series of 8 short comedy operas featuring  a
Who's Who of Canadian actors -- Paul Gross, Colm
Feore, Colin Machirie, Leah Pinsent, Cathy Jones,

Mark McKinney among others -- lip-synching their way
through the melodie madness.

And a timely and light-hearted exploration of the
composer born 250 years ago and people who feel his

presence, some a little too intensely today. (The
"balls" are a chocolate confection.)

Both from Larry Weinstein and Rhombus Media
who've brought us Beethoven's Hair & Ravel's Brain
(why not then Mozartballs?) and the brilliant Stormy

Weather.  60 + 52min   Pg www.islandnet.com/mm

Victoria Premiere with filmmaker and guests.
A very special collaboration with NFB and Open Cinema
(showing there Tues 21st - http://www.opencinema.ca/)

Bonnie Klein's first feature film since her life was turned
upside-down by a stroke in 1987. She entered a whole new
world of disability, recovery, and the realization that artistic

expression can be a big factor in that recovery and in finding
ones self again.

In this film and with four comrades, all accomplished and
inspiring in their own lives, she explores that territory.

I'm particularly pleased that the recovery movement and this
film is inclusive of folks who have invisible mental illness

and disability challenges.   71min Pg

Catch the whole background story linked from our site.
With special guests -  Director Bonnie Sherr Klein,

choreographer and artistic director Geoff McMurchy  

6:30
Monday
Nov 20,
2006

6:30 Monday Dec 4

MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN
- FREE!!  “Donations much appreciated”

MOZARTBALLS

SHAMELESS - The Art Of Disability 

6:30 Mon Nov 27 

 Provocative title, eh?! It's about a guy w
obsessive/compulsive disorder, with a side

of Tourettes syndrome. A Sundance
selection, British film.

 It's gripping portrayal of a guy figuring out
his problems. As his marriage and job fall
apart he hooks up with a support group
who help him to realize what he has and

companions who help him work through it.
Share the journey. Brilliant ensemble

acting and a fascinating story.
We'll talk about it with special guest

Andrew Bailey, who performed his play,
Scrupulosity, last winter at MM. 95min R

  

INFO?
595-FLIC

Good fun for on whole family on Boxing Day.
The Over The Hedge crew get a work out in their first
animated movie when RJ the raccoon has to quickly

replace his bear buddy's junk food stash before the full
moon. Luckly (or maybe not)  there are great pickings in

the urban sprall just over the... you-know-what.
The naturally indignant human residents have issues

with vermin looting their stuff and call in an
exterminator extraordinaire. Stunning computer

animation, lots of action, and a few moral high points
visited too    G    approx  90min   

 Movie Monday
6:30 Mon Dec 18 

Here's second in a series of fascinating looks at the
people who shape our man made landscape (MY

ARCHITECT was the first). This feature doc was made
by a legendary director of narrative films who knew
little about documentary work but is a friend of this
builder of astounding forms. Gehry's buildings are

the kind of things you can design with bendy plastic
and scissors but are astounding as gigantic,

impossible structures in cityscapes - like the EMP
Building in Seattle. See the gallery of Gehry's work

linked from our site.     PG 13   83min
Our special guest is Architect Adam Paul  www.islandnet.com/mm

6:30 **TUESDAY**
Dec 26

BOXING  DAY
MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN
- FREE!!  “Donations much appreciated”

6:30 Monday Dec 11, 2006

Garrison Keillor's old fashioned, folksy radio show is
facing it's closing cutain - but this one's a doozie! With a
typically rich Robert Altman ensemble, thoroughly into

their roles; Meryl Streep and Lily Tomlin as sweet
songstresses, Woody Harrelson and John C. Reilly as

singing cowboys, Dusty and Lefty,  and a whole bunch of
backstage business,  there's lots of fun for everyone.

PG 13     105min
Plus LYNN & HARRIET  Lynn decides she needs to be in
tune with her food. Harriet is her pig. Friends of both of

them are anxious about the outcome...
by NFLD filmmaker Linda Fitzpatrick    15min    

Experience Music
Project - Seattle


